
The list below is a working document, meaning it is reviewed and updated annually following the

guidelines outlined in the Oklahoma Academic Standards.  All books on this list have been reviewed for

use by the EPS ELA Lit Review Committee.  The review notes below reflect the opinions of the review

committees. All summaries are from professional sources expressing objective reviews.

Grade 8 English
The Outsiders by S.E. Hinton

Use: Whole Class Read

Summary: This Oklahoma classic has been a staple in English classes across the country for decades. The

Outsiders is a story of peer pressure, rebellion, and identity and centers on two rival groups of teens, the

lower-class "outsider" Greasers and the more  well-heeled, popular Socs (short for Socials). It includes

fighting, underage drinking, delinquent behavior, a rumble, a fatal stabbing, and a suicide. But the

indelible characters and compelling story have consistently hooked middle school kids, teens, and

reluctant readers since The Outsiders was first published in 1967. This book appeals to preteens (many

read it in sixth grade) because that's the time when kids break into social cliques and life becomes tribal.

The feelings of being ostracized are timeless -- which is why this book is still so relevant more than 50

years after its original publication. The Outsiders reminds us that true friendship is golden, even an

outsider can find his way, and that redemption and forgiveness are possible. * Common Sense Media

Review Notes:

●A relevant and relatable book that engages young readers

●Cross-generational text gives students opportunities to discuss texts with family members

●Connections to Oklahoma author and setting

●Supports students in discussion about bullying, cliques, friendship, and survival.

Alternate Text: Tangerine by Edward Bloor

Fahrenheit 451 by Ray Bradbury (IA Only)

Use: Whole Class Read

Summary: Fahrenheit 451is a classic example of dystopian fiction, written by one of the most acclaimed

authors of American science fiction and fantasy. It depicts a near-future America where books are

prohibited and the populace is placated with cheap, shallow entertainment. Ironically, the novel's

inclusion in schools and libraries is frequently opposed by various special-interest groups. There is some

violence -- the main character deliberately burns one of his colleagues to death, one woman sets herself

on fire and burns to death, another attempts suicide with pills, a mechanical hound goes after one man

and kills another. * Common Sense Media

Review Notes:

●Classic sci fi/dystopian novel warning of the dangers of censorship

●Text supports students in literary analysis

●Canonical text prepares students for the AP exam

Alternate Text: The Hunger Games by Suzanne Collins



8th Grade Lit Circle Choices

All the Broken Pieces by Ann E. Burg

Use: Lit Circles

Summary: Airlifted from Vietnam at the end of the war and adopted by a loving American family, Matt

Pin, 12, is haunted by what he left behind, even as he bonds with his new little brother and becomes a

star pitcher on the school baseball team. In rapid, simple free verse, the first-person narrative gradually

reveals his secrets: his memories of mines, flames, screams, helicopters, bombs, and guns, as well as

what the war did to his little brother (He followed me / everywhere, / he follows me still). But this

stirring debut novel is about much more than therapy and survivor guilt. When his parents take Matt to a

veterans’ meeting, he hears the soldiers’ stories of injury and rejection and begins to understand why

the school bully calls him “frog face” (My brother died / Because of you). There is occasional contrivance

as Matt eavesdrops on adults. But the haunting metaphors are never forced, and the intensity of the

simple words, on the baseball field and in the war zone, will make readers want to rush to the end and

then return to the beginning again to make connections between past and present, friends and enemies.

* Booklist

Review Notes:

●Teaches students about the importance of teamwork

●Historical contextualization of the Vietnam War

●Shares a diverse cultural and historical perspective

●Aids students in understanding how people process their emotions in different ways

Other Words for Home by Jasmine Warga

Use: Lit Circles

Summary: Jasmine Warga's Other Words for Home won a 2020 Newbery Honor. It's a novel in free verse

written in the voice of Jude, a 12-year-old Syrian refugee who comes to live with her uncle's family in

Ohio. Only one other student at her new school looks like her and she's trying to understand why she's

not seen as simply a girl, but instead now has a label: Middle Eastern Muslim. A handful of violent

episodes (a bombing and a police raid) are described in only a few words and never graphically. There

are a couple of brief mentions of two girls getting their first periods. The novel addresses serious and

timely topics (the war in Syria, prejudice, what it means to be a refugee). Any reader who's ever

struggled to fit in after moving to a new town or felt alone on the first day at a new school will easily

identify with Jude. * Common Sense Media

Review Notes:

●Inspiring coming of age story that supports students in learning about global perspectives

●Teaches students about the immigration experience

●Supports cross curricular connections in social studies and current events

●Relatable and engaging text



Under the Mesquite by Guadalupe Garcia McCall
Use: Lit Circles

Summary: Under the Mesquite is a novel written inexpressive free verse that follows Lupita through her

high school years, with flashbacks to her early childhood in Mexico. Lupita's poetry is filled with more

than the usual teen angst, however. With a mother battling cancer, a father who often must leave home

to earn money for the family, and seven siblings for whom she, as the eldest, is frequently responsible,

Lupita does not have an easy life. Her frequent despair battles with fierce hope and a determination to

make something of her life, symbolized by the "feisty little mesquite" that grows in the middle of her

mother's rose garden. Under the Mesquite was named an ALA Notable Children's Book by the American

Library Association. * Common Sense Media

Review Notes:

●Provides opportunities to expand knowledge of prose as well as vocabulary

●Represents a diverse cultural perspective

●Identifiable and relatable for readers

●Includes important themes about inner toughness and survival

Long Way Down by Jason Reynolds

Use: Lit Circles

Summary: Long Way Down won a 2018 Newbery Honor, Coretta Scott King Author Honor, and Michael L.

Printz Honor. Described as A Christmas Carol meets The Outsiders, it's a novel in free verse that tells the

story of an African American teen boy at a crossroads. Determined to avenge his 19-year-old brother's

death, Will, age 15, takes his brother's gun out of their shared bedroom to kill the person he's certain is

the murderer, but it's a long way down in the elevator. Almost the whole novel takes place in the span of

the 60-second ride from the seventh floor to the lobby, as Will's past and "The Rules" he's learned about

being tough flash before him, aided by conversations with the ghosts of friends and relatives who were

victims of gun violence. Multiple incidents of shootings, death, and grief are recalled and described.

There's infrequent strong language (including one-time uses of "s--t" and "f----rs"), adult drinking, and

smoking by teen and adult ghosts. * Common Sense Media

Review Notes:

●Text works as a great parallel to The Outsiders

●Engaging and high interest text for students (Students felt represented)

●Supports students in learning about different experiences and perspectives

●Encourages students to have critical discussions about making hard choices

●Supports students in analyzing poetry

●Parent permission is required

Alone by Megan E. Freeman

Use: Lit Circles

Summary: Maddie, 12, has the perfect plan to spend the night with her two best friends, away from

parents and siblings, but when it falls through, Maddie takes advantage of the solitude. By the next day,



however, everyone else is gone, evacuated ahead of an "imminent threat." While she waits to be

rescued, Maddie uses her common sense and courage to figure out how to survive. Months and then

years pass with her only company the neighbor's Rottweiler, George. Maddie is finally resigned to living

out her life alone when help finally arrives. Maddie's first-person narrative is expressed perfectly through

Freeman's verses, in short passages and spare images. Especially striking is the personal growth Maddie

experiences over time as she handles frightening situations: a band of looters, a tornado, and a severe

injury. The novel is gripping, and the plot fast-paced, although the ambiguity around the evacuation and

the "imminent threat" and its resolution frustratingly strains credulity. That aside, this is a tense,

engrossing survival story on par with classics such as Hatchet. * Booklist

Review Notes:

●Includes a strong, female protagonist

●Includes depictions of facing fears and overcoming adversity

●Supports students in analyzing poetic language

The Crossover by Kwame Alexander

Use: Lit Circles

Summary: Kwame Alexander's  The Crossover is a poignant novel in verse that mixes basketball, family,

and coming-of-age themes and includes serious issues regarding adult health and a parent's

life-threatening condition. It won the 2015NewberyMedaland a Coretta Scott King Book Honor, and may

inspire a discussion about healthy lifestyle choices and the impact of those choices on people and their

loved ones. There's mild name-calling when characters are in the throes of sports-related trash-talking,

and sexual content is limited to middle-school crushes and a kiss. The novel offers a positive example of

a loving, intact family with active, involved parents and uses adult characters to provide a guiding

influence.  Written in verse, this book exposes more students to a different side of poetry, transcending

conventional parameters to convey the soaring, sweeping, fast-paced movement of the basketball court.

Basketball rules teach life lessons, and the story introduces and defines new vocabulary words. *

Common Sense Media

Review Notes:

●Presents students with a positive family environment

●Focuses on the importance of education

●Presents issues of sibling rivalry

●Great way to expose students to poetry

8th Grade Literacy

Brown Girl Dreaming by Jacqueline Woodson

Use: Whole Class Read

Summary: Jacqueline Woodson's Brown Girl Dreaming won the 2014 National Book Award for Young

People's Literature, the 2015 Coretta Scott King Book Award and was named a 2015 Newbery Honor

Book. It's a memoir in verse that addresses growing up in the segregated South, racism, Christianity,



divorce, sickness, and the deaths of relatives. There's discussion of violent reactions to 1960s-era civil

rights marchers and their fears about traveling in the South at night because of violence against African

Americans. A woman becomes pregnant without mention of a husband or the child's father, and there

are descriptions of adults having drinks at parties. Still, for the most part the people depicted in the book

are multidimensional and positively portrayed. Woodson served as the National Ambassador for Young

People's Literature 2015-2017, and as National Ambassador for Young People's Literature 2018-2019. *

Common Sense Media

Review Notes:

●Robust imagery & authentic voice

●Encourages discussion of historical and present experiences of African Americans

●Verse novel supports analysis of literary devices and structures

Alternate Text: Before the Ever After by Jacqueline Woodson

Esperanza Rising by Pam Munoz Ryan

Use: Whole Class Read or Lit Circle Choice

Summary: Moving from a Mexican ranch to the company labor camps of California, Ryan's lyrical novel

manages the contradictory: a story of migration and movement deeply rooted in the earth. When

14-year-old Esperanza's father is killed, she and her mother must emigrate to the U.S., where a family of

former ranch workers has helped them find jobs in the agricultural labor camps. Coming from such

privilege, Esperanza is ill prepared for the hard work and difficult conditions she now faces. She quickly

learns household chores, though, and when her mother falls ill, she works packing produce until she

makes enough money to bring her beloved abuelita to the U.S.  Set during the Great Depression, the

story weaves cultural, economic, and political unrest into Esperanza's poignant tale of growing up: she

witnesses strikes, government sweeps, and deep injustice while finding strength and love in her family

and romance with a childhood friend. The symbolism is heavy-handed, as when Esperanza ominously

pricks her finger on a rose thorn just before her father is killed. But Ryan writes movingly in clear, poetic

language that children will sink into, and the books offers excellent opportunities for discussion and

curriculum support. * Booklist

Review Notes:

●Presents students with diverse cultural perspectives

●Historical Fiction; provides contextualization of The Great Depression

●Contextualization of immigration experiences

●Due to text complexity, text is best used in a whole class setting

●Supports students in understanding symbolism and literary analysis

Alternate Text: BRAVO! Poems About Amazing Hispanics by Margarita Engle

Full Cicada Moon By Marilyn Hilton

Use: Whole Class Read or Lit Circles

Summary: Mimi Yoshiko Oliver and her family just moved from Berkeley, California, to Hillsborough,

Vermont, where she immediately encounters barrier after barrier to overcome. Mimi’s goal is to become



an astronaut; however, it’s 1969, a time when young girls are encouraged to become mothers,

secretaries, teachers, or nurses. She also wants to fit in at school. That was easy at her school in Berkeley,

where there were kids from every background, but in white-populated Vermont, she stands out as the

only half black, half Japanese student. Mimi also goes against the grain by entering the science fair and

protesting (via courteous civil disobedience) not being allowed to take the shop class instead of home

economics. Persistent like raindrops on granite—drip, drip, drip—she makes friends, finds solutions, and,

in being true to herself, gains respect. Written as a novel in verse, the book captures the key snapshots of

Mimi’s journey through a transitional time in our history. Mimi’s voice as narrator is clear and focused:

she must figure out who she is, instead of answering the question, “What are you?” Out of respect for

her parents, the decisions she makes pull from both halves to make a whole. Perfect for readers who

straddle societies, feel they don’t fit in, or need that confirmation of self-celebration. * Booklist

Review Notes:

●Text explores the importance of determination and self-confidence

●Classic coming-of-age text with a female protagonist

●Exposes students to a historical period where girls/women had limited opportunities

●Represents diverse historical, cultural, and ethnic perspectives

●Verse novel aids students in learning about poetry and literary devices

Alternate Text: Out of the Dust by Karen Hesse

Chasing Lincoln’s Killer By James L. Swanson

Use: Whole Class Read

Summary: Based on Manhunt (2006), his New York Times adult best-seller, Swanson provides a

fast-paced account of the assassination of the sixteenth president and the gripping 12-day hunt for John

Wilkes Booth and his fellow conspirators that followed. Though Booth remains his principal focus, the

author cuts cinematically among the actions of the other conspirators. This device succeeds in building

suspense but sometimes proves awkward and confusing, especially where chronology is concerned.

Worse, there is no appended matter—no index, no notes on sources, no bibliography, no timeline. As a

result, statements like “It was the most beautiful night in the history of the capital,” or “Jones’ eyes lit

up,” or “It was one of the happiest days of his life” are unsourced. The subject matter remains

intrinsically fascinating, however, and Swanson’s colorful account will hold readers’ interest throughout.

The inclusion of period photographs and documents adds further immediacy to the story.* Booklist

Review Notes:

●Engaging and fast-paced read

●Contextualizes historical events

●Cross-curricular - text is taught while students are learning about early US History

Alternate Text: Good Brother, Bad Brother: The Story of Edwin Booth and John Wilkes Booth by James

Cross Giblin

Rain Is Not My Indian Name By Cynthia Letitch Smith

Use: Whole Class Read



Summary: Rain and Galen have been friends forever, but for Rain's 14th birthday, the thrill of finding that

her burgeoning romantic feelings are being reciprocated puts the evening into a special-memory

category. The next morning, she learns that Galen was killed in an accident on the way home. Plunged

into despair, Rain refuses to attend the funeral and cuts herself off from her friends. Skipping to six

months later, the main portion of the story takes place as she thinks about Galen's upcoming birthday

and summer plans are complicated by the girl's Aunt Georgia's Indian Camp and political efforts to cut its

funding. Rain participates in nothing and her family members, loving though they are, seem preoccupied

with their own needs and concerns. Gradually, Rain's love of photography resurfaces and lands her an

assignment with the local newspaper. She becomes involved in examining her own heritage, the

stereotypical reactions to it, and her own small-town limitations. There is a surprising amount of humor

in this tender novel. It is one of the best portrayals of kids whose heritage is mixed but still very

important in their lives. As feelings about the public funding of Indian Camp heat up, the emotions and

values of the characters remain crystal clear and completely in focus. It's Rain's story and she cannot be

reduced to simple labels. A wonderful novel of a present-day teen and her "patchwork tribe." * School

Library Journal

Review Notes:

●Written by Indigenous author

●Classic coming-of-age story with a female, Native American protagonist

●Shares diverse cultural and ethnic perspectives

●Includes themes of grief, healing, cultural identity, and moving forward after tragedy

●Text has ties to Oklahoma and local tribal communities

Alternate Text: In the Footsteps of Crazy Horse by Joseph Marshall III


